2. INDIVIDUAL

SESSIONS

I began seeing Donald 14 months ago with the clear intention of working through some specific and major life issues. Knowing that he was a "Somatic" Therapist, and having done several "body based" courseswith
People Know-how (Zoeros), I was ready for anything. Not surprisingly what I got was:
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Nothing like What I expected.
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profoundly gentle process that has

There is a subtlety about Donald 8ndhisw~ofwo~,He
has told me he approachestherapy with the
intention ofhelping a person find their own ~~~dthisiS~ytrue.
I have talked hour after hour with
Donald (needing to be heard being a key issue with~),and:f:VeJ;ysooftenhe
will feed back an observation giv..
mg me a handle on what OtherwIsewas a continuous ~8CtE~le?
I talked one session about depression, fear
from my path, etc. Half way through the hour Dona1d~for~efirst
feeling discouraged." Bingo! The lights go on, and an;thCv~e~eties
with the simple truth of discouragement.
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depressIonsas valuable steps on life's Journey. Ev~atthe~moments
with Donald's observations and encouragement~ilie~~w~
what it was. This acceptancein fact
times more quickly.
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easier to deal with when it was accepted for
more easily and to reach lighter
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Donald's form Q£fh~$dems
to be a process 6fkn6~in
the subtle "Somatic" wolk~~to
play. I "knew" so m~~QJjJthe
logical, esoteric) about ~~~to
freedom". so why di4t~~er
was small "k" knowl~~~~nCCtua1
at best.
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the feeling sense.Meaning? This is where
many books Ihave read (new age, psychofrom symptoms of entrapment? Because it

With Donald's help) am learning to Know how Ifee:Lrrne incessant question "How are you feeling right
now?" that ~onald askSj~~ th~ right moment, opens.thew~:o reaching the core of experience. I feel fear.
"How does It feel?" HQf~ckles m my back and a fee1ingQf~tness. "Breathe". Ah. now I know what fear
.
feels like. Now when Iam - in the wide world outside the ~,ritjrofthe
th
upon me, I can feel fear, but not be overwhelmed and ~byit.
Accept fear without fear. Now I can choose to
continue to act in my best interest. You could substitute ~eJjtotion
for fear, the process is the same.
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Thank you Donald for helping me know and name my dreams. Thank you for giving me the authority to
allow myself the increasingly joyous experience of feeling ALIVE. What more could I ask for.
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